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FGFR1 mutations cause Hartsfield syndrome, the unique association of holoprosencephaly and ectrodactyly
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ABSTRACT

Background Hartsfield syndrome is the rare and unique association of holoprosencephaly (HPE) and ectrodactyly, with or without cleft lip and palate, and variable additional features. All the reported cases occurred sporadically. Although several causal genes of HPE and ectrodactyly have been identified, the genetic cause of Hartsfield syndrome remains unknown. We hypothesised that a single key developmental gene may underlie the co-occurrence of HPE and ectrodactyly.

Methods We used whole exome sequencing in four isolated cases including one case-parents trio, and direct Sanger sequencing of three additional cases, to investigate the causative variants in Hartsfield syndrome.

Results We identified a novel FGFR1 mutation in six out of seven patients. Affected residues are highly conserved and are located in the extracellular binding domain of the receptor (two homozygous mutations) or the intracellular tyrosine kinase domain (four heterozygous de novo variants). Strikingly, among the six novel mutations, three are located in close proximity to the ATP’s phosphates or the coordinating magnesium, with one position required for kinase activity, and three are adjacent to known mutations involved in Kallmann syndrome plus other developmental anomalies.

Conclusions Dominant or recessive FGFR1 mutations are responsible for Hartsfield syndrome, consistent with the known roles of FGFR1 in vertebrate ontogeny and conditional Fgfr1-deficient mice. Our study shows that, in humans, lack of accurate FGFR1 activation can disrupt both brain and hand/foot midline development, and that FGFR1 loss-of-function mutations are responsible for a wider spectrum of clinical anomalies than previously thought, ranging in severity from seemingly isolated hypogonadotropic hypogonadism, through Kallmann syndrome with or without additional features, to Hartsfield syndrome at its most severe end.

INTRODUCTION

Holoprosencephaly (HPE) results from impaired midline cleavage of the embryonic forebrain. It varies in severity from alobar HPE (a monoventricular cerebrum that lacks interhemispheric division) to microform HPE (such as single central maxillary incisor). Milder cerebral midline defects including isolated corpus callosum agenesis or arhinencephaly (the absence of olfactory bulbs and tracts) have also been classified as falling within the HPE spectrum, at least in some instances.1 Ectrodactyly, also known as split-hand/foot malformation, is a congenital limb malformation characterised by a median cleft of the hand and/or foot due to the absence of the central rays.2 It encloses a broad spectrum of malformations, from shortening of the central digit to reduction of the hand/foot to a single ray, and may be variable even between the limbs of an affected individual. Several genes have been involved in non-syndromic HPE (including SHH, ZIC2, SIX3, GLI2, and TGFβ) or ectrodactyly (such as P63, or the 10q24 duplication), with incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity.1–3

HPE and ectrodactyly can occur, separately, as part of numerous syndromes, but the co-occurrence of these two malformations, known as Hartsfield syndrome (OMIM 300571), has only been reported in 14 males and three females (see online supplementary table S1).4–9 In addition to HPE and ectrodactyly, patients with Hartsfield syndrome show developmental defects of variable severity, ranging from one mildly affected individual with isolated hypogonadotropic hypogonadism (IHH), central diabetes insipidus, borderline low intelligence, and no facial dysmorphism to patients showing multiple congenital anomalies such as cleft lip and palate, malformed ears, hypo- or hypertelorism. There are also anecdotal reports of skull defects, vertebral anomalies, radial aplasia, eye anomalies or cardiac malformation (see online supplementary table S1). Targeted sequencing of HPE or ectrodactyly genes in selected patients has failed to identify mutations, and no convincing copy number variants were found.6–9 Despite the variable expressivity of Hartsfield syndrome, we postulated that mutations in a single key developmental gene underlie the co-occurrence of HPE and ectrodactyly.

METHODS

Patients

We selected six patients with Hartsfield syndrome (patients 1–6), and one female fetus with the association of HPE, ectrodactyly, and additional severe malformations. Patients 1, 3, 5, and 6 were previously described.7 Patients 1–7 detailed phenotypes are described in table 1. Pictures of faces and hands
of patients 1, 5, and 6 demonstrating the phenotypic range of facial dysmorphism and ectrodactyly found in patients with Harstfield syndrome are shown in figure 1. All patient samples were obtained and handled in agreement with the guidelines set out by the Université Libre de Bruxelles Hôpital Erasme ethics committee. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants (or guardians), except for patient 7, for whom parents gave verbal consent.

### Exome sequencing

Exomes were captured using the TruSeq capture kit (Illumina) and paired-end sequenced over 100 bp on an Illumina HiSeq2000 sequencer by a third party provider (AROS applied biotechnology). For exome analysis, we followed the guidelines from the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) best practice recommendations v3 to process an average of 118.7 million paired-end reads per sample.10 We aligned the reads to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Detailed phenotypic description of the seven tested patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>FGF1 mutation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>c.494 T&gt;C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>c.572 T&gt;C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>c.454G&gt;C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>c.1468G&gt;C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>c.1867G&gt;T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>c.1884T&gt;G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>c.2174G&gt;A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Positions of the mutations refer to coding DNA reference sequence CCDS6107.2 and Uniprot protein sequence P11362-1.

*Homozygous mutations.
†Low level consanguinity could not be assessed, the parents being lost to follow-up.
‡Patient 7 has severe microcephaly (head circumference of 15 cm at 20 weeks), hydrocephaly, and severe disruption of the telencephalic architecture.
AL, alobar; CCA, corpus callosum agenesis; CDI, central diabetes insipidus; CLP, cleft lip and palate; DD, developmental delay; F, female; GH, growth hormone; HH, hypogonadotropic hypogonadism; HPE, holoprosencephaly; ID, intellectual disability; L, lobar; M, male; na, not applicable; nr, not reported; SL, semilobar; TOP, termination of pregnancy; TRH, thyrotropin releasing hormone.
human genome GRCh37/hg19 for each of the six samples independently with the Burrows-Wheeler Alignment tool, and removed duplicate reads using Picard MarkDuplicates, and used GATK for local realignment around indels and base quality score recalibration. We used GATK over the six samples together to call single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and indels. Our data were stored and processed from raw reads to variant calling using InSilicoDB. Variant annotation was done with SNPeff and depth of coverage was computed using BEDtools coveragebed and in-house perl and R scripts, over all coding exons from Ensembl release 66. Variants were filtered using GATK, SnpSift and in-house perl scripts. First, only non-synonymous coding or splice site variants were selected. Second, variants were evaluated for technical quality with

Figure 1  **FGFR1** mutations are found in patients with Hartfield syndrome. (A) Pictures of three patients diagnosed with Hartfield syndrome, showing the wide range of disease severity. (B) Identification of the N628K mutation in patient 5. The upper part shows the exome sequencing reads (horizontal grey bars with mismatching bases highlighted) aligned to chromosome 8. Vertical bars above the reads represent the total number of reads covering a specific position (visualisation from Integrative Genomics Viewer). The identified mutation is covered by 83 reads. The lower part shows the corresponding Sanger sequencing chromatogram. (C) Schematic representation of a FGFR1 dimer bound with FGF1 and the positions of Hartfield syndrome mutations. Homozygous mutations are marked with an asterisk. (D) Sanger sequencing of patients 1–6. Chromatograms show **FGFR1** mutations in patients 1–6 with Hartfield syndrome, along with their parents. Parents of patient 2 were unavailable. For each patient, the reference sequence from human genome **GRCh37** surrounding the mutated position is shown on top, and the sequence from Sanger sequencing is shown below.
GATK. SNPs were processed with ‘variant quality score recalibration’, a Gaussian mixture model using Hapmap and 1000 genomes Omni 2.5 M SNP chip arrays as a training. Indels were processed with direct filtering. Third, we selected de novo variants in the trio by restricting to variants with heterozygous genotype in the patient and homozygous reference in the parents, and unknown in dbSNP v135. Additional filtering was performed by adapting a described procedure. Specifically, we removed heterozygous variants in the child when >70% of reads were reference, discarded cases where >10% non-reference reads in a parent matched the child’s call, removed calls where the offsprings depth was <10% of the parents total depth, and retained only variants with genotype quality ≥20 for the three samples. Fourth, we searched for genes where variants were present in all four patients, and for which the variant found in the patient of the case-parents trio was de novo. Parameters used in the programmes are listed in online supplementary table S6.

Sanger sequencing
For the patients analysed through whole exome sequencing (WES) (patients 1, 3, 5, 6), the known mutated exons were amplified and sequenced using the Sanger method to verify the exome results. Whole sequencing of FGFR1 was performed for the three additional patients (patients 2, 4, 7) (table 1). To include all potential splice variants, a ‘merged transcript’ was considered, containing all coding positions on the 19 FGFR1 protein coding transcripts described in Ensembl release 66 (Ensembl gene ENSG00000077782). Primers were designed with ExonPrimer (see online supplementary table S2). The PCR reaction was performed with 50 ng DNA, 3 pmol primers F and R, 2 mM MgCl₂, 0.2 μL Taq and H₂O to 20 μL. The PCR programme comprised 94°C for 3 min, 94°C for 30 s, 20 touchdown cycles 65°C to 55°C, 20 cycles 55°C for 30 s, 72°C for 1 min, and 72°C for 5 min. Purification of PCR product for sequencing was realised with ExoSap-IT (USB products, Affymetrix) and Sanger sequencing was initiated with the PCR primers of the corresponding amplicons.

RESULTS
We performed WES in a series of four unrelated patients (patients 1, 3, 5, 6, table 1). Given the sporadic occurrence of cases of Hartsfield syndrome, we included one case-parent trio (patient 5), to focus our analysis on de novo variants. FGFR1 was selected as the best candidate, being the only gene where unknown variants were identified for the four patients, and patient 5’s FGFR1 variant being a de novo mutation (ie, not found in his parents’ exome sequence). We used Sanger sequencing of PCR products from genomic DNA to confirm the FGFR1 variants identified through exome sequencing and to sequence the parents when available (figure 1). To support the above results, we performed Sanger sequencing of all coding exons and exon-intron boundaries of FGFR1 for two other patients with Hartsfield syndrome (patients 2 and 4) and for a fetus with Hartsfield syndrome and severe additional features (patient 7) (table 1). We identified mutations in patients 2 and 4, bringing to six the number of Hartsfield patients carrying an FGFR1 mutation (figure 1). For patient 7, we could not find any FGFR1 coding or splice site mutation using Sanger sequencing, or pathogenic copy number variations (CNVs) using an Agilent 60K comparative genomic hybridisation (CGH) array.

FGFR1 (Uniprot P11362) is a member of the receptor tyrosine kinase superfamily. It is composed of an extracellular ligand binding domain that contains three immunoglobulin (Ig)-like domains (D1–D3), a single transmembrane helix, and a cytoplasmic domain responsible for tyrosine kinase activity (figure 1). The fibroblast growth factor (FGF) signalling pathway is a major player in embryonic development. Notably, in mice, the conditional lack of Fgfr1 expression in developing telencephalon results in loss of cerebral commissures, and also in the absence of olfactory bulbs, as early emergence of gonadotropin releasing hormone (GnRH) neurons from the embryonic olfactory placode is dependent on Fgfr1 activation by FGF8. During mouse autopod patterning, depending on the time and localisation of conditional gene inactivation, an Fgfr1 insufficiency results in a variety of limb defects including loss restricted to the central digit or monodactyly.

A wide phenotypic spectrum is observed in humans with FGFR1 loss-of-function mutations, ranging from apparently asymptomatic carrier, IHH, typical Kallmann syndrome (KS) (the association of hypogonadotropic hypogonadism and anosmia, the latter due to the absence or hypoplasia of olfactory bulbs and tracts), to KS with associated features, mainly cleft lip and palate, and oligodontia (see online supplementary table S3). Identical FGFR1 mutations may vary in phenotypic severity. FGFR1 mutations have also been reported in patients with phenotypes reminiscent of Hartsfield syndrome, such as the association of combined pituitary hormone deficiency, mild expression of HPE (corpus callosum agenesis, single central incisor), hand anomalies (brachydactyly, or fusion of metacarpal bones), and eye defects.

In two of our patients with Hartsfield syndrome, we identified homozygous mutations affecting amino acid residues located in the extracellular ligand binding domain D2 of FGFR1: L165S, in patient 1, with a severe phenotype, and L191S, in patient 2, with a moderate phenotype (table 1, figure 1). Both parents of patient 1 were heterozygous for the L165S mutation, and were reported to be asymptomatic and spontaneously fertile. Parents of patient 2 were not available for testing. Mapping of these mutations on available FGFR1 structures from the RCSB Protein Data Bank shows that L165S is likely to affect FGF binding; the effect for L191S is less clear (figure 2). One previous KS patient has been described with a homozygous FGFR1 A167S mutation. This patient had KS, cleft palate, corpus callosum agenesis, vertebral anomalies, unilateral fusion of fourth and fifth metacarpal bones, and bilateral oligodactyly of feet (four digits).

We identified three heterozygous mutations affecting amino acid residues located in the ATP binding pocket of the intracellular tyrosine kinase domain (TKD, amino acids 478–767): G490R (patient 3, moderate phenotype), D623Y (patient 4, mild phenotype), and N628K (patient 5, moderate phenotype). Analysis of the available crystallographic structures shows that the mutated amino acids are in close proximity to the ATP and the coordinating magnesium, suggesting impairment of FGFR1 kinase activity (figure 3). In support of this hypothesis, D623 is known to be required for catalysis. A tyrosine substitution would prevent it from fulfilling its role as a proton acceptor for the substrate. Adjacent mutations H621R, R622G, R622Q, and R622X provoke syndromic KS, some patients having corpus callosum agenesis (H621R), digit number anomalies (H621R) or fusion of metacarpal bones (R622G) (figure 4, see online supplementary table S3).

We located one other heterozygous mutation, C725Y, in the intracellular C-terminal loop of the TKD (patient 6, mild phenotype). Mutations of neighbouring residues (P722S, P722H, and N724K) have been previously suggested to alter the conformation of this region (figures 3 and 4, see online supplementary table S3) and shown to decrease kinase activity.
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To our knowledge, none of these FGFR1 mutations have been previously reported in dbSNP, Exome Variant Server (http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/) or the scientific literature, and all heterozygous mutations have occurred de novo. The substitutions involve amino acids highly conserved in mammals (L191), vertebrates (L165, C725) and eukaryotes (G490, D623, and N628) (see online supplementary figure S1). All mutations are predicted to be deleterious by SIFT and Polyphen 2.29 30

DISCUSSION

Our study shows that FGFR1 is responsible for Hartsfield syndrome, which is consistent with the known roles of FGFR1 in vertebrate ontogeny, human diseases, and observations of brain and digits anomalies in conditional Fgrf1 deficient mice.

FGFR1 mutations also cause KS. From the cases reported in literature and in this study (see online supplementary table S4), it is not possible to confirm that KS is systematically part of

Figure 2  Mapping of mutations L165S and L191S on crystal structure. Protein Data Bank structure 3OJV28 showing the extracellular Ig-like domains 2 and 3 of FGFR1 (amino acids 147–359) bound to FGF1 in surface representation, and detail around leucine 165 in ribbon representation. FGFR1 is shown in grey and FGF1 in blue. Leucines 165 and 191 are coloured in orange red. The detailed view is highlighting the interface between FGFR1 and FGF1 around leucine 165. Tyrosine 30 on FGF1 forms hydrogen bonds with leucine 165 and alanine 167.39 Substitution of the leucine 165 by a serine should affect FGF binding. These pictures were made using UCSF Chimera.40

Figure 3  Mapping of mutations G490R, D623Y, N628K, and C725Y on FGFR1 tyrosine kinase domain crystal structure. Protein Data Bank structure 3GQI41 showing the intracellular kinase domain of FGFR1 (residues 464–770) in ribbon representation. The lower left part shows the details of the crystal structure surrounding the ATP binding pocket in the intracellular kinase domain of FGFR1. G490, D623, and N628 are in close proximity to the ATP’s phosphates or coordinating magnesium. The lower right part shows the involvement of cysteine 725 in the positioning of the αG-containing segment, along with T726, P722, and K721. Substitution of the cysteine 725 by a tyrosine will likely affect the conformation of this region.27 The ATP analogue (AMPPCP) and wild-type residues of positions 490, 623, 628 and 721, 722, 725 and 726 are pictured in stick representation. Nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, and magnesium atoms are coloured blue, red, orange, and green, respectively. These pictures were made using UCSF Chimera.40
Nevertheless, we suggest performing arhinencephaly, endocrinology and olfactory evaluations in patients with ectrodactyly, with or without additional malformations. Our six FGFR1 mutated patients show mild to severe Hartsfield syndrome. Variable expressivity and incomplete penetrance is well known in HPE, ectrodactyly and KS suggesting the role of additional factors and tissue specific sensitivity.31 32 We explored the possibility of oligogenic inheritance33–36 in the four patients screened by WES, as well as the potential role of distinct FGFR1 isoforms, but no obvious pattern could be found (see online supplementary table S5, supplementary figure S2). These questions should be addressed by the study of a large cohort of patients with IHH, KS, and Hartsfield syndrome.

We observe that FGFR1 mutations responsible for Hartsfield syndrome occur in several clusters in important functional domains (figure 4): homozygous mutations in the ligand binding domain D2; heterozygous substitutions in the TKD core. Only the C725Y mutation lies alone at the TKD C-terminal extremity, among mutations reported in patients with IHH/KS with orofacial features. It will be interesting

Figure 4 Mapping of FGFR1 mutations on known crystallographic structures. Idiopathic hypogonadotropic hypogonadism and Kallmann syndrome (KS) variants are depicted in black, KS with orofacial features variants are depicted in dark blue, more syndromic KS variants are depicted in magenta, and Hartsfield syndrome variants are depicted in orange red with the wild-type side chain in stick representation. Variants from the phenotypic three most severe categories are labelled. The most severe phenotype was considered if the same mutation was identified in several patients. Asterisk indicates a homozygous mutation. (A) Protein Data Bank (PDB) structure 3OJV,38 showing extracellular immunoglobulin (Ig)-like domains 2 and 3, from amino acids 147–359. (B) PDB structure 3GQI,41 showing the intracellular kinase domain, from residue 464–770. These pictures were made using UCSF Chimera.40
to see if this clustering will resist the addition of new Hartsfield mutations.

The above work represents substantial evidence that FGFR1 is the most prevalent, if not the sole gene causing Hartsfield syndrome. The six FGFR1 mutated patients described here represent a homogeneous phenotype of HPE, ectrodactyly, with or without cleft lip and palate, and pituitary deficiency, although each of the features observed vary in severity. We however found no FGFR1 mutation or large FGFR1 deletion in a female fetus with severe brain malformation (HPE with severe disruption of the telencephalic architecture, heterotopies and diminished cortical thickness), ectrodactyly, bilateral forearm hypoplasia, cleft palate, hypertelorism, eye defect, and orbital hypoplasia on the right side (patient 7, table 1). This phenotype substantially deviates from the spectrum of clinical features observed in patients with Hartsfield syndrome and FGFR1 mutations, and might represent another diagnostic entity. Whether Hartsfield syndrome is a genetically homogeneous affliction will need further study.

Depending on the localisation of the amino acid substitution, Hartsfield syndrome can have an autosomal dominant or autosomal recessive mode of inheritance. With no recurrence of Hartsfield syndrome having been reported so far, the intrafamilial variability in clinical manifestations is unknown. The main challenge to improve genetic counselling will be to decipher the genetic and environmental factors responsible for the wide variability of the FGFR1 mutations disease spectrum.

In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that Hartsfield syndrome is part of a wide spectrum of developmental anomalies caused by FGFR1 loss-of-function mutations. This spectrum included unaffected carrier, seemingly IHH, isolated KS, and KS with additional features (including anomalies of digits falling out of the definition of ectrodactyly, or mild expression of HPE, such as corpus callosum agenesis or central incisor), and septo-optic-like dysplasia.20–22 The clinical entity known as Hartsfield syndrome now sits at its most severe end. In consequence, any patient with hand/foot midline defects (even mild ones) and affected by central diabetes insipidus, hypogonadotropic hypogonadism, anosmia or HPE should have their FGFR1 gene sequenced.
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